Precisely the Right Technology

Bridgestone’s TreadStat is an off-the-road tire and
rim management solution designed, developed
and supported by the people who know tires best.
TM

TreadStat puts the power to track tires from cradle to grave squarely in your hands. From receiving into
inventory, to every one of a tire’s wheel positions, inspections, repairs and retread lives, and its ﬁnal
disposition in a discard pile, TreadStat allows you to manage and report on the tire’s status and performance.
The design philosophy behind TreadStat is twofold. Be powerful and functional enough to manage an
operation’s complete tire program, whether one site or a hundred, while being easy to use and understand.
We have over 50 reports that will help you analyze tire
performance, reduce costs and increase productivity.
In order to make analysis even easier, we have linked
relevant reports so you can expand detail by simply
clicking on a report hyperlink and drilling down into
the detail provided by other reports. You can go from a
ﬁve-year, 30,000-foot view of your tire utilization into
a complete history of an individual tire in three clicks.
Those reports can be emailed or exported to PDF,
Excel or PowerPoint right from within TreadStat.

Bridgestone is a global company and has designed TreadStat to work for other global companies.
It is built on an international framework that performs metric conversions on the ﬂy, utilizing
multilingual support.
Whether you’re tracking a single location or hundreds across the globe, TreadStat makes accessing
your information easier since all of your company data is in one place. This lowers your need for
related IT support costs and gives you up-to-date information from any computer, tablet or smartphone
with an Internet connection.

Contact the TreadStat Help Desk at 866-571-3137 or
your Bridgestone representative for more information.

Bridgestone Commercial Solutions
For your nearest Bridgestone, Firestone and Bandag Authorized Dealer, visit our website
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